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ujam certainly needs no introduction, as they are famous producer and rapper pharrell williams and composer hans
zimmer. their product line includes every virtual instrument imaginable. ujam probably needs no introduction, as it is

founders are famous producer and rapper pharrell williams and composer hans zimmer. the company has already
managed to win an army of fans. and all that thanks to its software, that definitely could surprise with incredible
quality and ease of use. their product line includes every virtual instrument imaginable. lead is the bassist with a

strong, solid, powerful character. if youre a bassist thats always in the mix and always on beat, lead is your answer!
the original lead, with its organic, warm and professional sound is a favorite among bassists everywhere. its updated

version lead+ comes with a few new and cool additions like customizable levels, a more refined sound and a new
chord structure for easier modulation. and the best of all, lead+ is priced at a fraction of the original lead price!

distortion is a unique bass distortion effect, bringing a new, organic sound that you have to hear to believe. its unique
and attractive character makes it a perfect tool for bassists, and provides a solid, un-distorted bass sound. use

distortion for electric, bass or even acoustic instruments. giraffe is the bassist with a big sound. a clean, powerful and
with a lot of character. if youre looking for a more traditional bass sound, you can use an octave lower or higher than

the recordist original, or add this effect to a lead or slack patch to get more character. its a bass guitar virtual
instrument with a lot of character and presence in the mix.
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tone shaping enhance your performance and
sound with powerful yet easy-to-use pitch

shaping controls. choose between signal and
3 amplifiers with separate control buttons for
sound overload and drive. the character knob
can give you instant access to many useful
sonic nuances, and then you can add cherry
on top with an octaver and a simple eq and

dynamics section. get ready to rumble! virtual
bassist rowdy is a loud, rebellious sound and

wicked playstyle. this is exactly what you
need if you want to be heard among heavy
drums and guitar walls. the instrument can

purr, but it can also roar with a specially
modified vintage bass, hot amps, fuzz box and
even an octaver. fight it, make a chili this is it,

crazy! the virtual bassist has its own
advantage - it is not dependent on a physical
instrument, which allows you to create very

different sounds. in addition, the virtual
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bassist allows you to change the parameters
of the instrument, so you can create a unique

sound of your own, or sound like a famous
rock bassist. ujam - virtual bassist rowdy

provides a unique way to play bass and to
shape your sound. the versatile interface lets
you play with different amp, effects and mic
models. and you can change the character of
your playing by changing the wave, synth and

octave. the wide range of bass lines and
sounds will allow you to be creative! ujam -

virtual bassist rowdy was created as a unique
solution to the problem of playing bass with
computer music. each of the six bass lines is
an extremely expressive instrument that you
can play using real bass playing techniques.
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